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**Abstract:**

This document is a short report accompanying the prototype deliverable of the REVEAL platform. In the course of the project, as the specification of the functionality of the individual modules progresses, this document will be revised and further documented in the deliverable – Integrated Platform (D6.2.2).
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## DEFINITIONS, ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>API</td>
<td>Application Programming Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UI</td>
<td>User Interface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CI</td>
<td>Continuous integration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Executive Summary

Deliverable D6.2.1 represents the REVEAL integrated platform (deliverable of Prototype nature), which is deployed in a distributed fashion on a large number of servers in the premises of the integrator (ATC). We accompany its delivery with this report which acts as a reference describing the main components of the prototype explaining where these are installed.
1 Introduction

In D6.1.2 “Architecture and Specifications”, the architecture of the REVEAL platform was derived according to established design principles and in direct correspondence with the identified system requirements. The architecture specified the main functional components of the envisioned system and the interworking between these components. This deliverable is structured in the following way:

- Section 1 maps the modules installed on the physical topology of the deployed servers
- Section 2 describes the key components shared between most modules
- Section 3 provides an update on the tools used for continuous integration

Modifications will continue in the platform including more mature modules from the research components that will be later described in D6.2.2.
## Physical server topology

The table that follows contains the listing of the REVEAL modules installed and their mapping on the physical topology of the servers hosting them. Some of the modules have been deployed on the Docker platform inside the servers constituting thus the logical topology of the whole architecture.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Server</th>
<th>Modules</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Reveal.atc.gr | - Social Media Client Framework  
- Influencers module  
- Orchestrator central  
- Orchestrator controller  
- RabbitMQ broker |
| Social1.atc.gr | - MongoDB  
- Orchestrator controller |
| Social2.atc.gr | - Apache Solr  
- Orchestrator controller |
| Storm-1.atc.gr | - Sentiment analysis  
- Orchestrator controller |
| Storm-2.atc.gr | - Orchestrator controller  
- OpenStreetMap database  
- Zookeeper-Nimbus-Controller  
- Storm Supervisor  
- Geospatial context extraction (pre-) processing  
- Situation assessment framework |
| Storm-3.atc.gr | - Orchestrator controller  
- Storm Supervisor  
- OpenStreetMap database  
- Geospatial context extraction (pre-) processing  
- Situation assessment framework |
| Storm-4.atc.gr | - Orchestrator controller  
- Geospatial context extraction (pre-) processing  
- Situation assessment framework |
| Storm-5.atc.gr | - Orchestrator controller  
- Storm Supervisor  
- OpenStreetMap database  
- Geospatial context extraction (pre-) processing  
- Situation assessment framework |
| Storm-6.atc.gr | - Orchestrator controller  
- Storm Supervisor |
| Storm-7.atc.gr | - Orchestrator controller  
- Web Crawler |
| Storm-8.atc.gr | - Orchestrator controller  
- Source finding |
| Storm-9.atc.gr | - Orchestrator controller  
- Geospatial topic |
- OpenStreetMap database
- Geospatial context extraction (pre-)processing
- Situation assessment framework

- Influence calculation
- Focused Geospatial Exploration
- Social context model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Storm-10.atc.gr</th>
<th>Squall-1.atc.gr</th>
<th>Squall-2.atc.gr</th>
<th>Squall-3.atc.gr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orchestrator controller</td>
<td>PServer</td>
<td>Orchestrator controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Presence</td>
<td>Multi-partite community detection</td>
<td>Influence similarity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relation discovery</td>
<td>Semantic segmentation</td>
<td>Linguistic analysis (NER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SN structure collector</td>
<td>Multimedia geolocator</td>
<td>Complex Event Recognition</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Squall-4.atc.gr</th>
<th>Squall-5.atc.gr</th>
<th>Squall-6.atc.gr</th>
<th>Squall-7.atc.gr</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Orchestrator controller</td>
<td>Multimedia summariser</td>
<td>Orchestrator controller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User network profile classifier</td>
<td>User network profile classifier</td>
<td>Multimedia clusterer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multimedia indexing</td>
<td>SN structure collector</td>
<td>Multimedia concept detector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multimedia similarity retriever</td>
<td>Multimedia geolocator</td>
<td>Multimedia social context builder and modality extractor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Multimedia concept detector</td>
<td>Multimedia social context builder and modality extractor</td>
<td>Multimedia concept detector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3 Key component endpoints

The following components have been identified as key components in the sense that they are shared between most of the REVEAL modules. They are important for integrating the various REVEAL modules together by assuring the smooth flow of the data as well as the efficient indexing and storing of data in the various databases/repositories.

3.1 Mongo

MongoDB is a powerful NoSQL object that will act as the permanent archive for the crawled objects. This for the moment hosts one collection for storing the WP2 Twitter REST API crawler (TwitterRestUsersDB) and several dynamically created collections based on ITINNO crawler. The idea is that for every object inserted into RabbitMQ, a new collection with the assessment id will be created populated with the mirrored content of RabbitMQ. The contained data is subsequently going to be used by the offline analysis modules for the batch processing. In some cases, mongodb is going to be used also as intermediate buffer, keeping the various temporary collections with the enriched metadata of each analyzed item. We have installed mongodb at social1.atc.gr and its admin console is found at: http://social1.atc.gr:27017/

3.2 Apache Solr

Apache Solr is going to be considered as a central repository, which is going to be used for the full-text-search purposes of the user interface. The various modules (mainly) of WP3 are going to feed content into it. The current installation is inside social2.atc.gr (v.4.7.2) and it is listening on port 80. The user management UI is found at: http://social2.atc.gr/solr/#/

We expect feedback by the various WP owners to create the collections needed together with the schema of each.

3.3 RabbitMQ

RabbitMQ is the message broker, which is going to be used for the communication of the near-real time modules of the storm topologies. Inside the topology it will play the role of a spout. It will play the role of buffer for the ITINNO crawler pushing items inside it.

The version installed is 3.4.0 and it is hosted on reveal server (reveal.atc.gr) in the container “ITINNO crawler”. We have enabled the RabbitMQ Management Console, accessible at: http://reveal.atc.gr:42225/

This URL endpoint corresponds to the RabbitMQ message bus, the management console of RabbitMQ broker is running at: http://reveal.atc.gr:42224/ , as shown in Figure 1.
The main exchange where the modules register their queues at in order to consume the items is named “twitter-content”, as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: RabbitMQ exchange for sharing items across modules and across WPs.

3.4 The Personalisation Server

PServer which manages all user profiles and preferences has been installed under:

http://squall-1.atc.gr:1111/admin
A general-purpose Personalisation Server called PServer
Manages user profiles and preferences, in the form of an application. Helps the application to tailor itself to its users.

Example PServer is a single but expandable web server. PServer supports multiple users, requests, file resources under a public directory root, GET and POST HTTP methods, MIME types, and loading application settings from an installation file. Presently PServer uses RDBMS to store its data and has been tested with MS Access and MySQL Databases but it is intended to work with any database supporting the standard SQL syntax.

An attempt to demonstrate the PServer can be found by issuing the server and connecting through a web browser to:

http://pserver.example/

The first part contains the name and the protocol of the client that wants to be serviced by the PServer, and can include if the server runs in anonymous mode. This can be changed by PServer properties.

For personal mode the mode ID is "pers", while for stereotypes mode the mode ID is "stres" and for communities mode the mode ID is "comm". The query string identifies the operation and its parameters, and is described separately for each operation. Parameters in the query string are case insensitive. All names in the query string must contain at least one character. For example:

http://pserver.example/client/pers-one?query_string=...}

Figure 3: The Personalisation Server
4  Continuous Integration

The integration approach with Docker is described in detail inside D6.1.2. We have installed Docker platform v.1.3 at reveal.atc.gr server and we have released the necessary guidelines (documented in D6.1.2) to the Reveal Development Community.

The Continuous Integration Workflow followed is described in detail in D6.1.2. A brief reference to the tools with any updates is provided in this section

**Jenkins**: Jenkins is an open source tool for CI processes. It monitors the execution of repeated jobs, such as building a software project, focusing on building and testing software projects continuously and providing an easy-to-use so-called continuous integration system, making it easier for developers to integrate changes to the project, and making it easier for users to obtain a fresh build. The automated, continuous build increases the productivity. Jenkins can, also, monitor the execution of externally-run jobs, such as cron jobs and procmail jobs, even those that are run on a remote machine. It is hosted at: [http://adrastea.atc.gr:8080/view/Reveal/](http://adrastea.atc.gr:8080/view/Reveal/) and is password protected.

![Jenkins UI](image)

**Apache Maven**: Apache Maven is a software project management and comprehension tool. Based on the concept of a Project Object Model (POM), Maven can manage a project’s build, reporting and documentation from a central piece of information. It is important that all modules stay compatible with maven rules, sharing the same .pom file. In this way, the integration will be easily controlled through maven and moreover, the project will be independent of an IDE; as a maven project can be opened in Eclipse, Netbeans, IDEA etc.


**Redmine**³: A flexible project management open source web application for issue tracking and ticketing. The public REVEAL Redmine instance (v.2.1.2.stable.10669) is hosted at: [http://prometheus.atc.gr/projects/reveal/issues](http://prometheus.atc.gr/projects/reveal/issues)

**Gitlab**⁴: A software versioning and a revision control system distributed under a free license. We have installed v.7.2.1 of Gitlab at a dedicated server: gitlab.atc.gr. We have also purchased and installed a signed certificate in order to secure the communication and avoid any malicious actions against it. The gitlab web interface is exposed at: [https://gitlab.atc.gr/](https://gitlab.atc.gr/) and the REVEAL central repository is at: [https://gitlab.atc.gr/groups/reveal](https://gitlab.atc.gr/groups/reveal) and is password protected, accessible only by members of REVEAL community.

![Figure 5: REVEAL projects in Gitlab](https://gitlab.atc.gr/groups/reveal)

**SonarQube**⁵: SonarQube is an open source software quality platform. Sonar uses various static code analysis tools such as Checkstyle, FindBugs, Clover to extract software metrics, which then can be used to improve software quality. Version 4.5.1 of SonarQube is installed at: [http://adrastea.atc.gr:9000/dashboard](http://adrastea.atc.gr:9000/dashboard)

**Sonatype Nexus**⁶: Nexus is an advanced repository management tool for controlling all the build and third party dependencies of a project. It can be used among a team of developers for sharing common libraries. We have installed nexus sonatype at: [http://prometheus.atc.gr:8080/nexus/](http://prometheus.atc.gr:8080/nexus/)

For security purposes it is password protected and can be accessed only by REVEAL members. The reveal release repo is found at: [http://prometheus.atc.gr:8080/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/reveal/](http://prometheus.atc.gr:8080/nexus/content/repositories/releases/eu/reveal/)

---


⁴ [https://subversion.apache.org/](https://subversion.apache.org/)


5 Conclusions

This report provided a quick reference to all parts of the Reveal integrated framework, which connects all software modules under a common orchestration, as designed in the system architecture documented in D6.1.2. This framework will continuously evolve until the end of the project with new modules being added and new functionalities deployed. This framework will be used to produce the two foreseen applications servicing the news and the enterprise industries. These applications will be delivered with D6.3.1 and D6.4.1.